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Vocabularies

Vocabulary τ (aka signature, database schema, first-order lan-

guage, . . . )

• Set of relation names, each with a given arity

E.g. Edge : 2, Source : 1 and Target : 1
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Structures

Structure A (aka interpretation, instance, model, . . . )

• Set dom(A) of abstract data elements, called domain or
universe

• For each R : k ∈ τ , a k-ary relation A(R) ⊆ (dom(A))k, i.e.,
a set of k-tuples of elements from dom(A)

E.g. directed graph G with dom(G) set of vertices and G(Edge)
set of edges, with G(Source) and G(Target) sets of distinguished
nodes.

E.g. natural numbers N over vocabulary with 0, 1, +, ×, and <

Finite–Infinite
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Sloppy structures

Vocabulary with Company : 1 and Controls : 3

Idea: Controls contains triples (c1, c2, p) with p percentage of
company c2 owned by company c1, e.g., (coca-cola, disney, 15)

This is a sloppy structure because the percentages are interpreted
outside the structure! Better modeled as metafinite structure
[Grädel & Gurevich]

• additional symbols 0, 1, +, ×, <

• domain contains, next to the finite set of companies, all
rational numbers

• Controls is a function from the finite part to the infinite part
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Queries

Computational problems that take structures as input.

Let C be a class of structure over some fixed τ , closed under
isomorphism. Typical cases of C are all finite structures, all
structures, a single infinite structure, all planar graphs, . . .

A k-ary query on C is a mapping Q from C to the set of k-ary
relations, such that

• for each A ∈ C we have Q(A) ⊆ (dom(A))k

• if f : A ' B is an isomorphism then Q(B) = f(Q(A)).

Decision problems can be modeled as boolean queries: 0-ary
queries with {()} = true and {} = false
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Examples of queries

Boolean query CHECKPATH: “Given a graph G and a binary
relation P on its vertices, is P the set of edges of some simple
path in G?”

Binary query REACHABILITY: Given a directed graph, return
all pairs of vertices that are connected by a directed path.

Boolean version: Is the source node connected to the target
node by a directed path?

Unary query PRE-HAMPATH: Given a graph G and a binary rela-
tion P on its vertices, containing a simple path {(v1, v2), . . . , (vp−1, vp)},
return all vertices v such that P ∪ {(vp, v)} is prefix of a Hamil-
tonian path.
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Ill-defined queries

Given a finite set, return its cardinality

• Given a finite structure (A,<, V ) where A is a finite set, < is

a total order on A, and V is a subset of A, return the n-th

element of A according to V , where n is the cardinality of V .

From a finite set of products, each product has a cost, return

the products with maximal cost.

• Proper input is metafinite structure with finite set of prod-

ucts, copy of the rational numbers, weight function from

products to rational numbers.
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Data complexity

The data complexity of a query Q on class C of finite structures

is simply the computational complexity of the following compu-

tational problem:

Input: Structure A ∈ C and tuple ā

Decide: Is ā ∈ Q(A)?

CHECKPATH: LOGSPACE

REACHABILITY: PTIME

PRE-HAMPATH: NP-complete
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First-order logic

Over a vocabulary τ

Atomic formulas: x = y and R(x1, . . . , xk) with R : k ∈ τ

∨, ∧, ¬, →, ∃x, ∀x

For a FO formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xk), a structure A over τ , and a
k-tuple ā ∈ (dom(A))k, we know what it means that A, ā |= ϕ.

Equivalently, every FO formula ϕ expresses a query, namely

ϕ(A) = {ā | A, ā |= ϕ}

The queries thus obtained are the FO queries. They all have
LOGSPACE data complexity. It is a fairly basic class of queries.
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FO queries

CHECKPATH is an FO-query:

∀x∀y(P (x, y)→ Edge(x, y))

∧ ∀x∀y(P (x, y)→ (∃!z P (x, z) ∧ ∃!z P (z, y)))

∧ ∃f∃l(Source(f) ∧ ∃y P (f, y) ∧ ¬∃xP (x, f)

∧ Target(l) ∧ ∃xP (x, l) ∧ ¬∃y P (l, y)

∧ ∀x∀y((P (x, y) ∧ y 6= l)→ ∃z P (y, z)))

Similar query where P must be Hamiltonian is also FO.

Yet REACHABILITY is not FO — neither is HAMPATH
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Existential second-order logic

Let ϕ (over Edge, Source,Target , P ) the FO sentence for CHECK-
PATH.

Then ∃P ϕ is an ESO formula that expresses REACHABILITY

Syntax of ESO over τ : ∃X1 . . . ∃Xpϕ where ϕ is FO formula over
τ ∪ {X1, . . . , Xp}.

A, ā |= ∃X̄ ϕ if A can be expanded with relations X̄ (over dom(A))
so that A, X̄, ā |= ϕ.

Also HAMPATH can be expressed in ESO; the ESO queries on
finite structures are exactly the queries with NP data complexity
[Fagin]

ESO is called “open FO” in Leuven
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Fixpoint logic FO(LFP)

Expressing binary REACHABILITY query in fixpoint logic:

LFPP (x, y) . (E(x, y) ∨ ∃z(E(x, z) ∧ P (z, y)))(u, v)

P is a relation variable, like in second-order logic, but the se-

mantics is a least-fixed point. The formula must be positive in

P (even number of negations).

A, ā |= LFPP (x̄) . ϕ(x̄) if ā belongs to the least fixpoint of the

operator

P 7→ {̄b ∈ (dom(A))k | A,P, b̄ |= ϕ}

Data complexity is always PTIME; on ordered finite structures,

all PTIME queries can be expressed
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Nested fixpoints

LFP is just another connective that can be freely combined in

the syntax with the other connectives

E.g. “Given graph with two kinds of edges R and S, return all

pairs (u, v) of nodes such that there is directed path from u to

v spelling a word of the form (RS+)+”

Expressed in FO(LFP) as follows:

LFPP1(x, y) . (ψ(x, y) ∨ ∃z(ψ(x, z) ∧ P2(z, y)))(u, v)

where ψ(u, v) is the formula

∃w(R(u,w) ∧ LFPP2(x, y) . (S(x, y) ∨ ∃z(S(x, z) ∧ P2(z, y)))(w, v))
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Simultaneous fixpoints

Syntactical extension of FO(LFP) where we can have mutual

recursion

E.g. (RS+)+ query can be expressed:

SLFPP1(x, y);P3(u, v);P2(x, y) .

(P3(x, y) ∨ ∃z(P3(x, z) ∧ P1(z, y)));

∃w(R(u,w) ∧ P2(w, v));

(S(x, y) ∨ ∃z(S(x, z) ∧ P2(z, y)))(u, v)

Such SLFPs can be expressed in FO(LFP) without increasing

nesting of LFPs [Moschovakis Simultaneous Induction Lemma]
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Unnesting of fixpoints

[Immerman]: Every FO(LFP) formula ϕ(x̄) is equivalent, on all

finite structures, to some formula of the form

∃ūLFPZ(z̄) . ψ(z̄, x̄)(ū) (1)

with ψ first-order, and also to

SLFPX(x̄);Y (ȳ) . ψ0(x̄);ψ1(ȳ)(x̄) (2)

for some ψ0 and ψ1 first-order

This is on finite structures only. But note that evaluating fix-

point formula on an infinite structure, e.g., N, may be highly

undecidable. (Even evaluating a first-order formula may be un-

decidable.)
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Proof and Corollary

Proof expresses nested fixpoints as simultaneous fixpoint. Negated

fixpoints are handled by the Stage Comparison Theorem [Moschovakis]

which reduces them to nonnegated fixpoints.

A tuple is not in the fixpoint if its stage (∞) is strictly greater

than the stage of some tuple in the fixpoint with maximal stage.

Corollary. Consider “non-nested ESO(LFP)”: ∃X̄ ϕ with ϕ an

FO(LFP) formula.

Then non-nested ESO(LFP) is equivalent to ESO.

In Leuven terminology: FO(FD) ≡ open FO on finite structures
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Non-least fixpoints

IFP: formula need not be positive, but operator is made infla-
tionary: P 7→ P ∪ {̄b | A,P, b̄ |= ϕ}

FO(IFP) = FO(LFP) [Gurevich & Shelah, Kreutzer]

PFP: formula need not be positive, destructive iteration

Termination can be checked at runtime, data complexity of
FO(PFP) is PSPACE-complete

Denecker: formula need not be positive, reduction to well-
founded semantics, called FO(ID)

Has nesting been considered for well-founded fixpoint logic?
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Expression complexity

For any logic L we can consider the model checking problem:

Input: An L-formula ϕ, a finite structure A, and a tuple ā

Decide: A, ā |= ϕ

In data complexity, the formula is fixed

In expression complexity, the structure is fixed! This is the com-
plexity of the L-theory of a fixed structure.

For FO on a finite structure this can already be PSPACE-complete
(QBF problem)

Expression complexity of nested vs unnested FO(LFP)?
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Beyond finite structures

Meta-finite structures, a lot can be modeled like that and most

results carry over from finite structures (infinite structure is only

used to compare and aggregate “weights”).

Embedded finite models go a step further. Work with finite

structures that “live” in an infinite structure A with decidable

theory.

Constraint databases go even further, the embedded structure

need not be finite. Book [Kuper, Libkin, Paredaens]
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